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uja Federation President 
Bonnie Loewith took 
advantage of the recent 
Federation annual general 
meeting to  announce that 
the $1,000,000 goal for uja 
2003 had at last been 
reached.  

“it has been many years 
since a figure like that has 
even been contemplated. 
For us to reach it at this 
time – in the framework of 
so many multiple 
campaigns, stands a real 
achievement for the four 
co-chairs and uja 
Federation staff.”

Men’s co-chairs Lester 
Krames and Paul roth and 
Women’s Division co-chairs 
Lanie Goldberg and Beth 
Bandler shared her 
excitement. 

“We want to give credit 
to all our canvassers, 
captains and divisional 
chairs for agreeing to work 
in a new and different 
format this year. We 
required more of our 
volunteers and many 
people stepped up to make 
this achievement reachable.

We are very grateful to 
everyone for their patience, 
support and hard work.”

uja Federation executive 
director, Gerald Fisher, 
suggested that the seeds for 
this success were planted 
early in the campaign plan. 

“in many communities, 
canvasser education and 
training are the keys to a 
successful campaign. Our 
experience this year only 
emphasizes the point.  We 
provided first rate training 
that motivated canvassers 
and that resulted in the 
kind of success this 
community has long 
deserved.”

internationally respected 
trainer jonathan Miller, 
shared everyone’s 
happiness in hitting the 
magic $1,000,000 number.

“When Gerry Fisher 
briefed me on the 
campaign’s recent 
performance, we agreed 
that Hamilton would 
succeed, only if we 
aggressively addressed the 
existing ‘culture of flat 
giving’ and the complacency 
that seemed to define the 
community’s attitude – 
right from top to bottom.”

The evidence that we 
have turned the corner on 
“flat giving” is reflected in 
the 14% increase over the 
same gifts last year in both 

the men’s and women’s 
campaigns. another goal 
achieved was the expansion 
of the donor base. almost 
200 new donors made gifts 
to the uja 2003 campaign.

as news of the 
campaign’s success started 
to circulate, congratulatory 
calls were received from 
around the country.  
Maxyne Finkelstein, 
executive vice president of 
united israel appeal of 
Canada was the first to call.  

“The entire Canadian 
jewish infrastructure 
extends a heart felt mazel 
tov to the Hamilton 
community and to 
Federation executive 
director, Gerald Fisher, for 
the success, not only of the 
uja 2003 campaign, but 
also for the remarkable 
israel emergency 
Campaign. in less than two 
years, Hamilton has raised 
close to $2.5 million dollars 
for local needs as well 
critical needs overseas and 
especially in israel. your 
results have exceeded 
everyone’s expectations. 
your efforts are deeply 
appreciated by every 
recipient of the programs 
and services you generosity 
has allowed us to provide 
to jews in need around the 
world. We thank you on 
their behalf.”

Going forward, Lester 
and Paul, who have agreed 
to return as co-chairs for 
the uja 2004 Campaign, 
are already considering 

Community raises $1,000,000

16 Hamilton teenagers about to embark on a trip of a lifetime: The asper Foundation Holocaust and 
Human rights studies trip to Washington D.C. For a report, read the article on this page.

Hamilton uja achieves milestone record campaign

asper Washington Trip provides 
“Opportunity of a Lifetime”

sixteen Hamilton 
teenagers   recently returned 
from an opportunity of a 
lifetime – a 4-day trip to 
Washington, D.C. as part of 
the asper Foundation’s 
Holocaust and Human 
rights studies Program. 
The trip,  subsidized by 
Winnipeg’s asper 
Foundation and Federations 
across the country, brought 
together 200 Canadian 
teenagers  for an 
unforgettable learning and 
life experience. 

Many individuals were 
responsible for the 
Hamilton program’s 
outstanding success:  
Hamilton’s participation in 
the asper program was 
championed by nadia 
rosa, chair of Hamilton’s 
Holocaust education 
Committee, ably assisted by 
Michelle Finkelstein.  The 
smooth functioning of 
every aspect of the program 
was due to the superb 
organizational skills of uja 
Federation’s elaine Levine. 
The students participated in 
five pre-trip sessions, 
planned and facilitated by 
aaron Orkin, nancy 
sullivan and Laura Wolfson. 
and finally, the students 
were chaperoned by the 
capable aaron Orkin, 
rachel Loewith and Melanie 
Vertlieb. 

Below are reports from 
aaron Orkin, a university 
student currently studying 
in London, Ontario, as well 
as from a number of the 
student participants. 

aaron Orkin, Facilitator: 
The most notable thing i 

observed about the group, 
beyond what they learned 
about the Holocaust and 
the experience itself, was 
the way the group gelled 
together. it became such a 
strong learning and social 
group in a way i’ve rarely 
seen in that age group. i 
think it’s a mix of the fact 
that they were both learning 
and  doing social activities 
together. The classes were 
workshop style, very 
casual, and affected the 
way they participated. 
although they came from 
different social groups, by 
the end of the trip,  
everyone was talking to 
everyone. 

The Hamilton group 
really stood out, because, 
unlike some of the other 
groups who may have been 
pressured to come, in this 
case there was a self 
selection process.  all of 
these students had to apply 
to be accepted. They were 
also the only group with 
the youngest chaperones. 
We gave them  as much 

cont’d on page 2

join jill Gaffe & 
andrea Molot 

at this year’s
Hamilton’s asper Foundation Participants
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Letters To The editor
re: interview with edeet ravel

i’m writing in response to edeet ravel’s interview 
(www.jewishhamilton.org).  The following excerpt 
was taken from Kibbutz sasa's original Hagadah, 
written in 1949 by the young american-Canadian 
settlers, which included edeet’s parents and my 
Parents-in-Law who still live in israel: "Why are we 
celebrating this holiday in an arab village? although 
herbs are sometimes bitter, in many instances they 
serve medicinal purposes. Our herb is a very bitter 
one and even if we should succeed in removing all 
other physical traces of it, its taste will linger. 

Once there was an arab village here. The clouds of 
sasa floated high over others one year ago. The fields 
we tend today were tended by others --one year ago. 
The man worked their plots and tended their flocks 
while women busied themselves at baking their 
bread. The cries and tears of children of others were 
heard in sasa one year ago. and when we came the 
desolation of their lives cried to us through the ruins 
they left behind. Cried to us and reached our hearts, 
colored our everyday lives. One day they were here 
and the next day they were gone, victims of war. so 
we search for justification for the right to be here” ….

i know very few civilizations, which cries over 
their bitter foes, and their souls are forever tortured 
by the struggle between “just” and “might”.

avner reshef MD,  shoham (israel)

re: David Goldberg, first international usy president

Thank you for writing about me in april’s 
Hamilton jewish news. i am very appreciative. 
However, there were a few facts in the article which 
were incorrect.usy’s membership is approximately 
15,000 jewish teenagers across north america, not 
1,200. There were 1,200 usyers present at the annual 
international Convention held in Orlando, which i 
had mentioned during the interview. rabbi joseph 
Kelman’s children are Tova Gutenberg, rabbi jay 
Kelman, and rabbi Maury Kelman. His niece, rabbi 
na’ama Kelman, and nephew, rabbi Levi Kelman, 
both reside in israel. Both sides of my family are 
involved in the jewish community, not justmy 
mother’s side.Genesis at Brandeis university is a 
program for students at any grade in high school. i 
happened to go when approaching Grade 11. in 
February of 2001, i was the eastern Canadian region 
of usy’s representative on a 10-day leadership 

responsibility as they could take on and they rose to the 
challenge. it was much more of a team effort – young 
people teaching other young people. 

 i would be really excited if, as a result of this trip, some 
of them became engaged in Human rights and Holocaust-
related issues.  But even if some students don’t become 
involved in that way, the trip still definitely had an impact. 
even if it inspires some of them to read the newspaper, 
that’s a big thing. 

sari richter, participant:
Three chaperones and sixteen students left on sunday 

morning not knowing what was going to happen to them 
in the next four days. energized, apprehensive and maybe 
a little bit shy, the group bonded very well before we even 
reached the airport.

Highlights of the trip included visits to the Washington 
Monument as well as memorial sites for the Korean and 
Vietnam Wars. However, nothing could have prepared us 
for the Holocaust Museum. Floor after floor of different 
artifacts, hands-on information, mind broadening 
photographs and screens projected anything and 
everything that any person would want to find out about 
this event that changed the course of humanity forever.

several speakers also found the time to enlighten us 
with their words, stories and experiences. We were 
acquainted with survivors‚ accounts of hiding, escape and 
bravery. Others helped us to better understand the way 
the government in the united states works, and how 
much of a difference one person can make to a nation 
and to the entire world.

 Washington itself was an incredible city to behold. 
Houses, apartments and important office buildings loomed 
towering over the streets filled with taxis and tour buses. 
intricate mind-boggling abstract statues and sculptures 
adorned the pavement, and poetry and quotes engraved 
in walls and flooring expanded the mind.

Meeting new people was a definitely prominent 
occurrence on the trip. jews and non-jews from London, 
Ottawa, Montreal and Hamilton interacted and made 
connections through e-mail and phone numbers, building 
relationships that could potentially last a lifetime. That’s 
part of what made it so difficult to leave. Being with 
people made all the difference to the experience, whether 
it was in the bus, at the smithsonian of space and aviation 
or just relaxing on a bench in the mezzanine at the mall 
are so hard to say goodbye to.

This trip made possible by so many generous people, 
who gave their time and energy to send a massive amount 
of teens to Washington D.C. will definitely stand out in 
my mind forever, as the asper trip was one of the most 
superlative adventures that i and many others have 
participated in.

   

reflections on the asper Foundation Holocaust 
and Human rights Program

Hanna strub, Participant: 
 i really feel privileged to have the chance to go on the 

asper Foundation Holocaust memorial trip.  it was 
unbelievable to meet over 200 kids from across Canada.  
The Holocaust museum in Washington is something that 
has changed me forever.  i was stunned and speechless 
from the photos that i saw.  The best part of the trip was 
being able to hear the heroic story of Charlene schiff.  i 
was so shocked by her incredible tale.  she is the only 
living survivor from her town of Horochov, which was 
made up of five thousand people, before the war.  This 
trip will be something which i will never forget.  i hope 
many others will have the opportunity to go on this 
amazing voyage.  it has been one of the best experiences 
of my life.

                                                                                                  
jonathan ennis, participant: 
The asper Foundation Holocaust Program was surely 

an experience i will never  forget.  The trip to Washington 
D.C. to visit the Holocaust Memorial Museum  can not be 
described accurately with words.  i strengthened 
friendships with old friends, and made new ones with 
other kids from all over the country.  i learned about 
america's rich culture.  The most important thing i got out 
of  the trip was learning about the Holocaust.  The time 
that we spent at the Holocaust Museum felt too short a 
time to even scratch the surface of the Holocaust, but in 
that time i saw almost more than i could handle.  it was 
so moving, saddening, frightening, disturbing, and 
sickening all at the same time.  it truly can not be 
described.  One has to see it for themselves.  i am 

A Call To Service
The Hamilton Police Service seeks women and men to fulfill the honorable 
call to service as we meet the challenges and opportunities of our ever-
changing demographics. This call to service demands women and men 
possessing enormous perspicacity, integrity, self awareness, self 
confidence and above all else the emotional intelligence to adeptly and 
adroitly provide Policing Service that meets and exceeds the needs of our 
population. This call to service demands individuals complete a thorough 
self-examination to ascertain their commitment to this journey. Once you 
begin this journey, be prepared to be challenged, motivated, deflated, 
frustrated, elated, and feel a sense of accomplishment and homage to duty 
that is unparalleled.

We urge you to step forward and join this noble profession. Join the ranks 
of courageous men and women, who daily strive to serve with honor and 
to make our city a safe place to work, live and play. It is demanding work; 
it is at times mundane work, but always a call to serve. Rise to the 
challenge accept the call. Bring your talent, enthusiasm, your integrity and 
also your passion for service to humanity.

The mission of the Hamilton Police Service is to serve, protect and support 
in partnership with our communities. Our goal is to reflect the cultural, 
religious, ethnic, and racial composition of our diverse community. We take 
this opportunity to invite you to explore a career with our service. 

Visit our website at www.hamiltonpolice.on.ca or contact our recruiter at 
905-546-4855. You may also stop by any of our Stations and pick up a 
copy of our recruiting booklet. We look forward to welcoming you to this 
rich domain, where we strive to “serve, protect and support in partnership 
with our communities”, wont you join us? 

cont’d from 
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uja Walkathon 2003
a Taste of summer... C a M P !

Give an israeli child an opportunity of a lifetime!

sunDay, june 8, 2003
sCHeDuLe OF eVenTs
registration at jCC:       10:00 am
Walkers leave:            11:00 am

join rabbi “Z” as he leads the walk in his farewell walk 
about town

Lunch, Games & entertainment with Toronto’s 

Mandell extreme 
after the walk

Visit our website at www.jewishhamilton.org
FOr sPOnsOr FOrMs Or TO MaKe a DOnaTiOn CaLL CHris nusCa aT exT 306

Walkathon 2003 Co-Chairs: jill Gaffe and andrea Molot
a joint project of uja Federation and the jewish Community Centre  

Great Prizes!

Funds raised from this year’s Walkathon will help send 
disadvantaged israeli children to week-long summer camps
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The uja Campaign 2003 Team Thanks Our Donors
No Single Gift Saves More Jewish Lives

anonymous, enid aaron, julia abelson, Barbara abraham, Diana abraham, izrael abraham, 
Victor abraham, norman abrahams, shlomit acciaroli, sari ackerman, Geri adamo, Vince 
adamo, Murray adelman, Tishelle adelman, Carol adler, Dorothy adler, janet ajzenstat, samuel 
ajzenstat, Brian albert, evelyn albert, irene albert, esther alexander, Louise algranti, sol 
algranti, Marlene altman, Bonnie andrews, sura apel, Luba apel,  yves apel, Mollie aron, 
Gerald asa, joshua Bach, Vicky Bach, amy Back,  jane Baddeley, sam Balberman, joan Balinson, 
Morley Balinson, Barbara Balonjan, sigal Balshine, Bunny Banks, andrea Banner, Bill Banner, 
Vera Barany, anne Barrs,  ron Barrs, Gary Barwin, Mel Basbaum, rabbi Bernard Baskin, Marjorie 
Baskin, Miradza Bauers, Mary Louise Beecroft, Felicia Benarroch, Barry Bender, judy Bennett, 
norman Bennett, Terry Bennett, Cantor David Bercovici, Henrietta Bercovici, alberta Berenbaum, 
Louis Berenbaum, ron Berenbaum, sophie Berenbaum, steve Berenbaum,  Barbara Berens, 

aubie Berg, jerome Bergart, Maureen Bergart, Leona Bergman, Daniel Berk, judy Berk, Michelle 
Berk, ruven Berk, Celia Berlin, samantha Berlin-Bromstein, albert Berns, ruby Berns, anita 

Bernstein, Cindy Bernstein, Howard Bernstein, joanne Berstein, stephen Bernstein, Molly Beube-shweid, elizabeth 
Bihari, ellen Biller, rabbi Mark Biller, rachel Billigheimer, elena Black, emil Black, rick Black, Wendy Black, Bernice Blackstone, ian 
Blackstone, janet Blajchman, Morris Blajchman, Clara Bloom, estelle Bloom, ruth B. Blumstock, Louise Bockner, Mickie Bogart, Perry 
Bogart, shirley Boles, Warren Boles, Lawrence Bornstein, Gordon Brandes, Marsha Brandes, Bella Braun, joseph Braun, Christene Briks, 
Michael Briks, Larry Bromberg,  Ginette Bromhead, David Bromstsein, jerry Bromstein, Michael Bromstein, Lore Bronner, ardythe Brott, 
Boris Brott, David Brown, Howard Brown, jack Brown, Merle Brown, shelley Brown, Lily Buchalter, sophie Buchalter, alec Bukhman, Leah 
Bukhman, Dmitry Bunimov, Galina Bunimov, Carlotta Burman, David Burman, sheila Burman, Keith Cameron, Lauren Cameron, sari 
Campbell, Hyman Caplan, judi Caplan, julius Caplan, Marvin Caplan, skippy Caplan, Kim Carpenter-Gunn, Lidia Chafir, Dorina Chaimovitz, 
Mike Chaimovitz,  Moishe Chaimovitz, Vera Chaimovitz, Donna Chaimowitz, Gary Chaimowitz, shelle rose Charvet, alex Cherns, Fay 
Cherns, arkady Chertkoff, Gary Chertkoff , Helen Chertkoff, Linda Chud,  Dosta Ciganovic,  adeline Cohen, albert Cohen, albert a. Cohen,  
Dolly Cohen, Dorothy Cohen,  evelyn Cohen,  Frances Cohen, Gerald Cohen,  joseph Cohen, Katherine Cohen, Lee Cohen, Lillian Cohen, 
Lillian Cohen, Lorraine Cohen, May Cohen, Marcia Cohen, Marvin Cohen,  Mel Cohen, Mel Cohen, Pearl Cohen,   ralph Cohen,  raye 
Cohen, saul Cohen, Caryn Lee Collins, Doug Collins,  stephen Collins, natalie Consky, joe Cooper, Lee Cooper, ira Cowitz, Louise Cowitz, 
rose Cowitz, Bernice Crangle,  jack Crangle, Terrence Creatchman, Brock Criger, janis Criger,  Carl Cuneo, sheldon Cutler, Myrle Cwitco 
George Czutrin,  Lynne Czutrin,  joyce Dain, Fay Dalfen, Carol Davids, Danny Davids, Miriam Davidson, ronald Davidson, Ben Davine, 
Fanny Davine, jonathan Davine, sarah DeLeon, steven Delman, Cheryl Dembe, julie Dembe, Linda Dembe, steven Dembe, judah Denburg, 
susan Denburg, stanley Dermer, Carol Desoer, sandor Deutsch Mary Blum Devor arlene Direnfeld, Gary Direnfeld, ray Doering, shelley 
Doering, Lily Dolina, Myrna Dolovich, Bernice Dorsen, Frank Dorsen, allan Dressler, sondrea Dressler, Gladys Dubo, Barbara Dulberg, Bess 
Dulberg, irv Dulberg, Mel Dulberg, Charlie eber, Brian egier, rosemarie egier, Faina eikelman,  Oleg eikelman, Mary einhorn, roman 
einhorn, Howard eisenberg, Mark eisenberg, Mollie eisenberg, saul eisenberg, shelli eisenberg, Melvyn enkin, Pearl enkin, Gilda ennis, 
jeff ennis, raquel epand, richard epand, alan eppel, David epstein, joan epstein, raefie epstein, sarah epstein, Vivienne epstein, Boris 
eventov, Maya eventov, norma Fainbloom, susan Fainer, Doreen Fajertag, Marvin Fajertag, ernest Fallen, Helene Fallen, ada Farkas, elmer 
Farkas,  Hanna Faulkner, albert Feldman, allan Feldman, edythe Feldman, Hannah Feldman, ilona Feldman, joel Feldman, julia Feldman, 
Ken Feldman, sadie Feldman, sandra Feldman, robert Fenwick, Muriel Fenwich, izzy Ferguson, Karen Ferris, irwin Feuerstein, Manny Fine, 
ruth Fine, arlene Finkel, Kenneth Finkel, eve Finkelstein, Lorne Finkelstein, Michele Finkelstein, Dora Fischer, Gerald Fisher, Harold 
Fisher,nanna-rae Fishman, Gwen Fleisch, jonathan Fleisch, Genya Fleischman, albert Foreman, Marilyn Foreman, Betty Foster, joy Foster, 
ruth Frager, joe Frajdenrajch, Frantisek Franek, Marie Franek, raymond Frank*, Bert Frankel, stephan Frankel, Mel Freedman, Mosche 
Freedman, Barbara Freeman, Karl Freeman, Zoltan Freeman, Mary Freidin, norman Freidin, eva Fried, joseph Fried, Penny Fried, Zoltan 
Fried, jennifer Friedland, Michael Friedlan, aubrey Friedman, Bea Friedman, elaine Friedman*, Lawrence Friedman, Hermi Frybor, Dorothy 
Frydman, Gary Frydman, irwin Fuss, sandy Fuss, jill Gaffe, Lorne Gaffe, Paul Gaffe, ron Gaffe, ami Gafni, ronit Gafni, Marlene Gains, 
sheldon Gains, Debbie Garbe, suki Garson-Berman,  Marlene Gelber, reva Gelber, alisa Gencher Leia Ger-rogers, steven Gerend, susan 
Gerend, Boris Gernburd, Tanya Gernburd, Molly Gerofsky, reva Gerofsky, Wilfred Gerofsky, Francine Gerson, Murray Gerson,Hertzel 
Gerstein, alex Gilbert, susan Gilbert, joel Ginsberg, Lena Ginsberg, Bernard Glass, saul Glober, Thelma Glover, irving Gold, Michelle Gold, 
shirley Gold, audrey Goldberg,  Gerri Goldberg, Gordon Goldberg, ilana Goldberg, irwin Goldberg, jeremy Goldberg, joel Goldberg, 
Myrna Goldberg,  ruth Goldberg, sigmund Goldberg, William Goldberg, yaacov Goldberg, Barbara Goldblatt, Bessie Goldblatt, Doreen 
Goldblatt, elena Goldblatt, Gert Goldblatt, Harold Goldblatt, jerry Goldblatt, Larry Goldblatt,  Marvin Goldblatt, sondi Goldblatt, raisa 
Goldenberg, Michael Goldenberg, Hershey Goldhar, Linda Goldhar, Barry Goldman, Helen Goldstein, Paul Goldstein, anne Gooblar, Len 
Gooblar,  Minna Goodman,  susan Goodman, uri Gorodskoy, rita Gorrin, asya Gotsulsky, Vladimir Gotsulsky, raymond Gottschalk, Mark 
Gould, Milli Gould, aliza Green, Cemmie Green, rabbi Daniel Green, Faigi Green, rabbi Morton Green, Moshe Green, sylvia Green, Cheryl 
Greenbaum, joseph Greenbaum, Bruce Greenberg, yael Greenberg Livingston, Louis Greenspan, allen Greenspoon, nancy Greenspoon, 
Lily Greenwald, Fanny Grinspan,  rick Grossman, rose Guest, Wendy Guest, jan Gunn, Mel Gunn, Claire Gunter, Magda Guzner, efraim 
Halfon,  sylvia Halfon, judy Hall, Tanis Hall, ann Halpern, Martin Halpern, Clara Halpern-jeremias, Hynda Halpren, Marcia Halpren, Murray 
Halpren, rose Halpren, William Halpren, Helen Hanover, Paul Hanover, Dinah Hanutin, Henry Haren, allen Harris,  Marureen Harris, 
Lawrence Hart , sharon Hart , janice Hastie,  reuben Hauser, Marcia Hebscher,  sam Hebscher,  Daniel Hershkowitz, Bella Hershler Barbara 
Herskovits, Henry Hilton, David Hoffman, Felyce Hoffman, Frances Hoffman, Freda Hoffman, ruth Hoffman, robert Hollenberg,  Fred 
Hoppe, Marla Hoppe, Leah Horner-sheskin, Olla Horodesky, David Horwood, Harry Hotz, ruth Hotz, yetta Hotz, Doris Houston, Fred 
Houston, nouly Howard, Gerri Hundert, Murray Hundert, Hildergard isaac, Lori issenman, robert issenman, Fajgi itkin, rabbi Zalman itkin,  
norma jack, abraham jacob, sonia jacob, Lore jacobs, Margaret jacobs, sol jacobs, albert joseph,  sylvia jacobs, joan jayson, William jayson, 
Cary jeremias, Gabriel jeremias, Martin jeremias, sonya jeremias, George johnson, Helen joseph, eliane junger, Frank junger, Mark Kaffo, 
Larry Kahn, Meir Kaidar,  necha Kaidar, Peter Kalman, Cindy Kam, Marilyn Kam, Michael Kam, ruth Kaminer, Phyllis Kantor, Faith Kaplan, 
ronald Kaplan, Kirk Kaplansky, shirley Kaplansky, Diana Karan, Leonid Karan, Fay Karon, Harold Karpf, nicholas Kates, Benjamin Katz, 
Barbara Katz, Bernard Katz, Bernice Katz, Clarence Katz, elaine Katz, Harvey Katz, Helene Katz, Helen Katz, Howard Katz, irving Katz, jack 
Katz, jocelyn Katz, Kathleen Katz, Laurie Katz, Mary Katz,  Morley Katz , nancy Katz, rhoda Katz,  robert Katz,  stan Katz,  sylvia Katz,  
amy Katz Martin, Bessie Kaufman,  Leonard Kaufman, Maurice Kaufman, Dennis Kavalsky, Michael Kemeny, rhonda Kemeny, Kenneth 
Kieman, Donna Kiernan, Charles Kirk, Liz Kirk, Diane Kirshenblat, joseph Kirshenblatt, Marvin Kirshenblat, ruth Kirshenblatt, sonia Klein, 
Victor Klein, Louise Klinghoffer, Oded Klinghoffer, Lawrence Kobetz, Marla Kobetz, Livia Kocsis, Peter Kocsis, Daniel Kollek, julia Kollek, 
esther Konigsberg, Bryan Kremer, Doreen Korman, Harry Korman, joe Korman, jacqueline Kotzer, yetta Krakower, Carol Krames, Lester 
Krames, George Krausz, sam Krausz, sophie Krausz, Myrna Kremer, anne Krieger, jack Krieger, jerre Krieger, Dalia Kriszenfled,  Diane 
Kriszenfeld, Philip Kriszenfeld, sylvia Kritzer, Mladen Krmpotic, Tatjana Krmpotic, jill Kronby, Michael Kronby, alex Kronenwald, Margie 
Kronenwald,  Harold Kudlats, stan Kudlats, sydney Kudlats, Molly Kumer, sheldon Kumer, anne Kwitco, Harry Kwtico, rick Kwitco, anna 
Lalli, sophie Landman, alexandre Lapouchian, irina Lapouchian, Betty Laron, Leon Laron, annabelle Laskin, Barbara Laskin, Bev Lasky, 
Leslie Lasky, abe Latner, Claire Latner, Hershey Latner, Louis Latner, Tillia Latner, Gloria Lax, sally Lax, sheridan Lax, Lena Leaf, rosalind 
Leaf, abe  Lebow, Frank Lebow, Miriam Lebow, raye Lebow, rebecca Lebow,  Barbara Leibow, Kevey Leibow, arlene Leibtag, Faye Leibtag, 
Morris Leibtag, richard Leibtag, alan Leibtog, arlene Leon, Daphne Leon, Gillian Leon, Gregory Leon, jack Leon, Phil Leon, richard Leon, 
art Lesser, elizabeth Lesser jacki Levin, Larry Levin, elaine Levine, elizabeth Levine, Ginny Levine,  Hinda Levine, judy Levine, Lillian Levine, 
Lynn Levine, Mark Levine, Mark Levine, Michael Levine, Mitch Levine, William Levine, Bunny Levinson, Denise Levinson, George Levinson, 
randy Levinson, Leo Levita, rena Levita, Blanche Levitt, Doreen Levitt, Leslie Levitt, Mark Levitt, norman Levitt, sheila Levitt, Bruce Levy, 
Daniel Levy, David Levy, esther Levy, ethel Levy, Frank Levy, Garry Levy, jack Levy, john Levy, Labol Levy, Lisa Levy, Lou Levy, Madeleine 
Levy, Marcia Levy,  Marla Levy, Martin Levy, Mary Levy,  reuben Levy, richard Levy, sadie Levy, sandi Levy, sandra Levy,  yetta Levy,  samuel 
Lewis,  archie Lieberman, jack Lieberman, Lynne Lieberman,  Barbara Lill, Francine Lindenbaum, Moshe Lindenbaum, joe Lindenberg, 

Lester Krames
Campaign Co-chair 

2003

Paul roth
Campaign Co-Chair 
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Miriam Lindenberg, Philip Lindenberg, Bernard Lipson, alan Livingston, jordan Livingston, 
sylvia Livingston, Bonnie Loewith, Carl Loewith, David Loewith, Harry Loewith, Minna 
Loewith, Verna Loewith,  allan Lonn, eva Lonn, Leah Lowinger, Leslie Lowinger, David Ludwin, 
Laura Ludwin, irwin Lyons, anthony MacFarlane, Charles Maclin, Len Maclin, sharon Maclin,  
annette Magder, David Magder, David Magder, jack Magder, ruth Magder, Claire Mandel, jack 
Mandel, neil Mandel, ann Mandell, Mark Mandell,  jeffrey Manishen, joanne Manishen, amy 
Margolis,  ivor Margolis, Cindy Mark, jeffery Mark, Mark Markusoff, shelley Markusoff, Tom 
Martin,  Dorothy Mason, ernest Mason, Bea Matchen, Tania Mayer, allan McFarlane, Karen 
McFarlane, David McLean, jim McLean, stephanie McLean, William McLean, eldad Meinhard,  
ilya Melamed, Barry Mendel, alice Mendelsohn, alan Mendelson, jack Mendelsohn, sara 
Mendelson,  Barbara Mendes da Costa, Derek Mendes da Costa, Virginia Mendes da Costa, Laura 
Mestelman, stuart Mestelman, Helen Metz, jeffrey Meyerson, Brad Michell, sherri Michell, Brian 
Miller, edna Miller, elaine Miller, irwin Miller, Leonard Miller, Lillian Miller, Linda Miller, anne 
Minden, Fran Minden, Gary Minden, joseph Minden, Oleg Mindlin, Tamara Mindlin, judy Mintz, 

Max Mintz, samieth Mintz, Maurice Mishkel, norma Mishkel, eleanor Mitchnik, andrea Molot, Carolyn Molot, Debbie Molot, Michael Molot, 
shirley Molot, Pat Monkelbaan, Peter Monkelbaan, Leah Morgenstern, Magda Morgenstern, Mark Morgenstern, Moishe Morgenstern, Patricia 
Morgenstern, Cissie Morris, eva Morris, jay Morris, jonathon Morris, Lisa Morris, Lori Morris, Lynda Morris, neil Morris, Pauline Morris, 
randy Morris, sandy Morris, seymour Morris, William Morris, Gloria Mostyn, Gabriel Moyal, alaina Muhlstock, anne Munzer, robert 
Murdoch, joe nadel, enza naftoli, Mark nagler, sharon nagler, jeanette nathan, Max nathan, Barbara nathanson-raphael,  emma neizvestny, 
jacob neizvestny, Brenda netkin, elizabeth neuman, Bobbi newman, William nisker, Kim nisman, Tsilya nisman, andy noseworthy, shiran 
noseworthy, shirley noseworthy, ann nouretian, Bonnie nyp, Terry B. nyp, jason Ohayon, Donna Oliver, Michael Oliver*, sarah Olshansky, 
nessa Olshansky-ashtar, rae Oppenheimer, joey Orgel, Martin Orgel, Murray Orgel,  Michael Orlander, Bev Orman, ralph Orman, Lloyd 
Orson, Bertha Ortmann, Paul Ortmann, Mildred Ossea, alla Ovrutsky, alex Ovrutsky, alexander Ossea, esther Ovsey, andrea Paikin, jeffrey 
Paikin, joel Paikin, Marnie Paikin, rachel Paikin, shelley Paikin, alina Papernick, rene Pasis, Barbara Pearlman, Barry Pearlman, irma 
Perelgut, Phil Perelgut, ettie Perell, Harry Perell, edith Petigorsky, Batia Phillips, David Pinkus, Brenda Pinkus, issy Polishchuk, Leah 
Polishchuk, Lawrence Pollock, Harold Pomerantz, jo-ann Pomerantz, Danny Popper, Donna Popper,  Doris Popper, Hana Popper, richard 
Popper, sharna Portigal, Fred Posner, Helena Posner, Charlotte Price, Gert Price, Karen Price, Leon Price, Maureen Price, Philip Price, sam 
Price, Pauline Pytka, Cheryl Quitt, Gerry Quitt, sam Quitt, norman rain, allen rams, edith raphael, robert raphael, Tsizina ravkine, Lotti 
redner, adele reinhartz, Walter reiss, Gary rich, Harriet rich, Cindy richter, David richter, Debbie richter, Lorne richter, Lowell richter, 
ron richter, Charlie ricketts, susan ricketts, Heather ritter, Len ritter, Goldie robbins, Gloria robins, edythe rochkin, Harold rochwerg,  
joe rochwerg, joy rochwerg, judy rochwerg, Ken rochwerg, Lorne rochwerg, sara rochwerg, shelley rochwerg, Gloria roefe, Leslie 
roefe, Gabriel ronen, Michele ronen, alexander rosa, nadia rosa, arnold rose, Geoff rose, Barry rosen, Dora rosen, Hilda rosen, jack 
rosen, judy rosen, Mary rosen, Tephen rosen,  Peter rosenbaum,  jay rosenberg, jean rosenberg, Larry rosenberg, ray rosenberg, Barney 
Peter rosenblatt, Cookie rosenblatt, jay rosenblatt, Marsha rosenblatt, Mitchell rosenblatt, ruth rosenblatt, sam rosenblatt, sorie rosenblatt, 
susan rosenblatt, arthur rosenblood, esther rosenblood,  Corina rosenfeld, Freda rosenfeld, jacob rosenfeld, jean rosenfeld, seymour 
rosenfeld, Phil rosenshein, rose rosenshein, Dorothy rosenthal, Marilyn rosnick, evelyn ross, Hedy ross, Lewis ross, Bonnie rotenberg, 
eva rotgaus, Paul roth, susan roth, Lena rothberg, Murray rothberg, adele rotman, Larry rotman, Louise rotman, ed rotstein, simone 
rotstein, Louis rottman, rhona rottman, Cesar rouben, Hanna rozencweig, albert rubenstein, Michael rubenstein, norma rubenstein, 
Pauline rubenstein, stan ryskin, angie sabbag, rene sabbag, Deena sacks, Marie sade, Catherine samuel, Frank samuels, romi samuels, 
Brenda sandberg, arnold sandler, Diane sandler, Marsha sandler, Cecil saperson, Karen saperson, Davida sarson, Ben sauder, shirley 
sauder, joel schacher, Victor schacher, Hanna schayer, eve schecter, Timothy schoffer, Fay schmerling, Matt schmerling, Tracie schmerling, 
Charles schneider, Faith schneider, Lorry schneider, Michele schneider, stewart schneider, Wendy schneider, Clareta schoenberg, jacques 
schoenberg, ellen schoffer, Kathy scholes, Mark scholes, shirley scholes, allan schreiber, CeCe schreiber,Cheryl schreiber,  Herb schreiber, 
janice schreiber, Charles schure, Gwen schwab, jeffrey schwab, Henry schwarcz, Molly ann schwarcz, Dennis schwartz, ernest schwartz, 
jetta schwartz, judy schwartz, naomi schwartz, nick schwartz, Lilly schwarz, Millie sears, ena segall, Gordon segall, eden sehayek, anne 
seigel, sandi seigel, rabbi aaron selevan,  Leslie selevan, rivka shaffir, Darlene shapiro, Frank shapiro, Gerri shapiro, Lilya shapiro, rita 
shapiro, sam shapiro, shannon shapiro, yefim shapiro, Debbie sheinbaum, sonia shekter, efim sher, jeffrey sher, Mikhail sher,  nancy 
sher, Tamara sher, Bernard sherman, Dorothy sherman, Gwen sherman, Marion sherman, Michael sherman, Mitchell sherman, nate 
sherman, David sheskin, aaron shiffman, Barbara shinehoft,  jack shinehoft, anna shkolnik, Bronya shkolnik, Leonid shkolnik, Meyer 
shkolnik, sima shkolnik, norman shogilev, David shore, Phyllis shragge, suzanne shulman,  sidney shumacher, sonia shumacher, ida 
shuman, Kevin shuman, emilia shusterman, elaine siegel, robert siegel, shava siegel, Hilton silberg, shirley silberg, Bonnie silbert, 
Michael silbert, albert silver, evelyn silver, Frances silver, sandy silver, steven silver, Gloria silverman, rabbi israel silverman, joan 
silverman, Harry silverstein, Lily silverstein, Linda silvert, neil silvert, Frances simms, Myra simon, esther simpson, stan simpson, emmy 
singer, joseph singer, sima skarica, susanne slansky, Charles small, anita smurlick, Barry smurlick, Birdie smurlick, Christine smurlick, 
Harriette smurlick, Lydia smurlick, Peter smurlick, Daniel snajdman,  jacki snajdman, joseph snajdman, Pamela sniderman, richard 
sniderman, Barry sobel, Beverley sobel, ahuva soifer, samuel soifer, Mickey sole, elana solomon, elizabeth solomon, jeffrey solomon, 
Leslie solomon, Brian somer, David somer, Mildred somer, nancy somer, anita spenser, Gerald spier, reisa spier, Miriam spinner, nahum 
spinner, Mary Martha starkman, albert state, Diana state, jay state, Millie state, sylvie steen, William steen, ruth stein, Cecile steinberg, 
David steinberg, jeaninne sternberg, Zoltan sternberg*, ada stock, Muriel stolman, David streiner, andrea stringer, jeri stringer, Marvin 
stringer, arlene strohl, andy strub, arnold strub, Debbie strub, isabel strub, Leo strub, Lila strub, Martin strub, natalie strub, Leslie sugar, 
Marlene sugar, nancy sullivan, Benjamin sussman, ida sussman, jonathan sussman, Harold sutin, Marie sutin, arnold swartz, adam swaye, 
Gerald swaye, rochelle swaye,  Henry szechtman, abe szerszewski, suzanne szerzewski, abe szpirglas,  anna szpirglas,  Fern szpirglas, 
Larry szpirglas,  sam szpirglas, ruth Tagoff, roslyn Takefman, jeanette Tauber, anna Taylor, Michael Taylor, samuel Taylor*, Liz Tick, stan 
Tick, Patricia Tolkin eppel, Corinne Travis, alva Trossman, Bernard Trossman, arnold Tuchow,  aiden Tuite, Kathryn Tuite, Gertrude 
Turner, Henry Turner, sonia Vaknin, aranka Varadi, Darlene Varadi steven Varadi, Loretta Vender, ronald Vender, Baya Vertes-Ferguson, 
Cindy Vertlieb, Gerald Vertlieb, jean Vertlieb, Donna Vine,  anna Vinegar, joseph Vinegar, Leslie Viner, Larisa Volman, Mark Volman, 
elizabeth Vrba, Deanna Waldenberg, stuart Waldenberg, ed Waldes, sally Waldes, Barry Walfish,  Honey Walman, susan Walman, Danny 
Waltman, elise Waltman, Carrol Wasserman, Gloria Wassermman, Marilyn Wasserman, Marvin Wasserman, robert Wasserman, shirley 
Wasserman Garber, anne Waxman, Bailey Waxman, Chester Waxman,  earl Waxman, eric Waxman, Gary Waxman, ieta Waxman, irving 
Waxman, joe Waxman, Michael Waxman, Pearl Waxman, Pearl Waxman,  rochelle Waxman, rhona Waxman, ruth Waxman, shani 
Waxman, shelley Waxman, shirley Waxman, stella Waxman, Warren Waxman, adam Weberman, Chana Weberman, alan Weddum, 
Morley Weinberg, emy Weisz, Georg Weisz, sasha Weisz, Danna Weisz-Horwood, anita Weitzman, Oscar Weitzman, Helene Welkovics, Leo 
Welkovics,  Danny Wertman, Karen Wertman,  shirley Wexler, norman Williams, renee Williams, Mitchell Winemaker, samantha 
Winemaker, susan Winter, sandra Witelson, Mark Wlodarczyk, Gail Wolfe, Leslie Wolfe, Laura Wolfson,  Bernard Wolpert, Denise Wolpert, 
Lily Wolpert*, Moura Wolpert, Maurice Wolpert,  adele Wolpert-Zur, neil Woolfson, sharon Woolfson, David Wright, ida Wright, Morris 
Wright, norma Wright, annette Wunder, Vicky Wylson sher, allen Wynperle, Marina Wynperle,  David yacoob, Florence yaffe, adrian 
yaffe, shirley yaffe, David F. yanover, Denise yanover, ian yanover, Lawrence yanover, Phil yanover, sam yanover, sandra yanover, 
stephen yanover, Helen yellin, joel yellin, Michele yellin, David yolles, Pearl yolles, Gordon Zack, Mark Zalter, edward Zaltz, Bronislava 
Zarevich, Lorelei Zeiler, rabbi irwin Zeplowitz, andrea Zians, joy Zians, Michael Zians, Phil Zians, jerry Zikman, roz Zikman, Marlene Ziser, 
irving Zucker*, jeffery Zucker, shirley Zucker, stuart Zaltz, amiram Zur.

Beth Bandler
Women’s Division 

Co-chair

For your Help in raising $1,000,000 
In Our Community, In Israel and in Beleaguered Overseas Jewish Communities

Lanie Goldberg
Women’s Division 

Co-chair
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uja Federation

Private Client investment Counsel
Complete investment Planning & retirement services

Proud sponsor of www.jewishhamilton.org

FOWLer & assOCiaTes

Dwight a. Fowler       scott Thomson                  shane Fowler
       Director     investment executive              

Tel: (905) 570-7965
Toll Free: 1-800-461-5842

Fax: (905) 570-7989

TM Trademark used under authorization and control of The Bank of Nova 
Scotia. ScotiaMcLeod is a division of Scotia Capital Inc., Member CIPF.

a report on “imagine Montreal”
Canada’s national young Leadership Conference

Ten of your community members 
braved a freak snow storm to venture 
to Montreal for imagine, Canada’s 
national young Leadership 
Conference from april 4-6, 2003.

imagine Montreal. imagine the 
city. imagine the people. imagine 
the experiences – not to mention 
the memories of a fun-packed 
weekend remembered by pictures 
and lasting friendships.

imagine approximately 400 
young adults converging in 
downtown Montreal bringing with 
them their jewish values, beliefs and 
willingness to learn and grow.  We 
were from across Canada, the united 
states, england and israel, of course, 
represented by 40 engaging and 
inspiring delegates from eilat and 
Beersheba.

The agenda of the jewish 
Leadership institute (jLi) a one-day 
pre-conference program for 90 
outstanding individuals from across 
the country, was designed to 
empower  the participants to become 
leaders in their respective 
communities.  What was impressed 
upon us was the imperative to “think 
outside the box” and if our voices 
weren’t being heard at the table, 
then, we were told,  to find a new 
table with those who are willing to 
journey with us. 

Thinking outside of the box was 
one of the themes emphasized to us 
during a session on how to be an 
agent of change in our communities 
and how to create a vision for the 
future.  Over and over again it was 
impressed upon us that one voice 
can make a difference.  The way 
things have always been is not 
necessarily a recipe for success today 
and for continued success in the 
future. 

The conference itself, which 
began on the same evening that the 
jLi ended,  was packed with well-

Hamilton “imagine” participants included (back row) 
Larry Kahn, Lisa Morris, elaine Levcine, simaGozlan, 
(front row) Debbie sheinbaum Luba apel and yves 
apel. not shown: jill Gaffe, andrea Molot, Wendy 

known speakers, break-out sessions, 
networking, and, the most important aspect 
of a jewish event – FOOD, FOOD and more 
FOOD!

Don’t get us wrong, there was still enough 
time left to socialize, swim, shop and attend 
the much publicized Mystery Ball, done in 
true Montreal fashion.

This weekend conference had an 
incredible balance of stimulating our minds, 
bodies and souls. There were a wide variety 
of sessions to accommodate everyone’s 
palate, ranging from “The secret Funding of 
Terrorism” by john Loftus to “Kosher sex” 
by rabbi shmuel Boteach and everything 
in-between.  The speakers themselves were 
dynamic, humorous and passionate about 
what they believed in.  Dr. ellen Cannon 
provided a motivation talk on “Living 
Leadership, Managing the demands of 
Community Work, Career and Family”.  she 
empowered us to come on board in ensuring 
that our jewish communities stay vibrant for 
the sake of future generations.

The program ended with a heartfelt talk 
from elie Wiesel on how impressed and 
honored he was to speak in front of so 
many young adults and his faith that the 
future is in good hands.

Put a Smile on
Your Dog’s Face!

www.McCannDogs.com

Classes are offered Monday through Saturday - mornings, 
afternoons and evenings. New sessions start every month. Our 

award-winning Flamborough facility includes
2 air-conditioned training halls, spacious viewing area
and friendly, knowledgeable, professional dog trainers.             

Visitors are always welcome!  

905-659-1888
TOLL-Free 1-888-681-7877
Ask about our Full Money-Back Offer!

join a large Hamilton contingent this coming 

november at a 

 national Mission 
to israel

including an opportunity to attend the 
General assembly of jewish Federations 

in jerusalem!

Depart Toronto on sunday, november 9, 2003
return to Toronto on Thursday, november 20, 2003

COsT $3100*
with a minimum uja campaign gift of $500

includes: flight (Toronto-Tel aviv), 5-star hotels,
 most meals & touring

*cost does not include add-on airfare

HiGHLiGHTs
* includes 3-day General Assembly of 

North Amercian Federations
* Special Havdalah service in Jerusalem for 

all North American Missions
* Major National Canadian event at the 

Palmachim Air Force Base
* large North American Kabbalat Shabbat at the Kotel

* Tour North and Central Israel, visit 
partnered P2K communities

*UJC (United Jewish Communities) sponsored 
celebration at Haifa's port with the IDF and Israel navy

For more information and to register 
contact uja Federation at 905-648-0605.
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uja Federation - jewish social services

The first jewish social services 
annual general meeting celebrated 
staff, volunteers clients, board 
members and the Hamilton 
community. jack Leon, stepping 
down as jss chair after 18 years of 
service, was  given a presentation 
for his outstanding commitment and 
devotion to his community.  The 
board of directors was installed by  
Dr. Bonnie  Loewith, president of 
uja Federation. The occasion also 
marked the installation of incoming 
jss chair, susan roth, who spoke 
about the challenges facing jss in 
the future, including an aging 
population, high unemployment 
and a changing economic climate.   

The evening was notable for its 
warm and intimate atmosphere, as 
jss staff were  recognized for their 

uja Federation annual General Meeting acknowledges contributions made by Volunteers, staff and Donors

uja Federation president, Bonnie 
Loewith, recognizes uja Campaign 

2003 co-chairs 

Bonnie Loewith awards Cele 
steinberg with a Lion of judah 

jss Director, Carol Krames, 
with Paul roth

Bonnie Loewith recognizes 
Christine nusca for 25 years of 

dedicated service.

Leon Karan’s Chai Choir performed at both functions.

There was plenty of good news at 
this year’s annual general meeting of 
uja Federation, as uja Campaign 
2003 co-chair, Lester Krames reported 
that the goal of raising $1,000,000 has 
been reached. 

in addressing the audience, Krames 
thanked the community for their 
generosity and confidence in 
Federation. 

He reiterated the basics of which so 
many people are still unaware: that 
their uja Dollar funds our communities 
most essential services, among them: 
the jewish social services, that 
provides food and counselling for 
families in need;  the McMaster jewish 
students association, that provides 
support and programing for jewish 
students, increasingly faced with 
virulent anti-israel propaganda; the 
Genesis leadership program, which is 
developing this community’s future 
leaders; subsidies to make jewish 
education affordable to any child. 

Dr. Krames also acknowledged the 
invaluable assistance of the uja 
advisory board, the captains, 
canvassers, office staff, Christine 
nusca, elaine Levine, Cheryl stevens, 
McMaster jewish students association 
director, judy schwartz, and Hamilton 
jewish news editor, Wendy schneider.  
He thanked Dolly Cohen and rick 
Kwitco, who volunteered their time 
to canvass those who had still not 
been reached, and, for the guidance 

dedication and veterans from the 
Former soviet union were honoured.  
Guest speaker, Miguel Libedinsky, a 
recent immigrant from argentina,  
spoke about the changes involved in 
coming to a new country.  He has 
written a book about his experience 
and we all await its publication.  

Over the past few months jss had 
been faced with a crisis, in that 
more funds were spent to help 
people with food and relief than 
had been anticipated. Thanks to 
caseworker Bea Matchen’s hard 
work, our community has come 
through with donations that will 
help jss meet their obligations for 
the rest of our fiscal year.  This crisis 
has made us aware that we have to 
be prepared in the future for 
whatever problems come our way.   
We thank everyone who has 

and leadership of executive director, 
Gerry Fisher.

The evening also provided the 
occasion for recognition of some of 
the community’s unsung heroes, 
among them donors, volunteers and 
staff members. uja Federation 
president, Dr. Bonnie Loewith, 
presented Cele steinberg, a former 
uja campaign chair, with a Lion of 
judah pin (for women who’s annual 
uja gift exceeds  $5,000), praising her 
for her outstanding leadership 
qualities.  Lester Krames and Paul roth 
were presented with plaques and 
thanked for their exceptional devotion 
to the campaign, which reached its 
goal of $1,000,000. and, Christine 
nusca, whose pleasant demeanor and 
exceptional professionalism is known 
to many in the community, was 
honoured for completing her 25th 
year as a Federation staff member. 
Outgoing board members were 
thanked and incoming board members 
were welcomed, including, Liora 
Malka, Benji Katz, andrea Molot, 
Carolyn Molot, janet Weisz asa and 
allen Wynperle.

a special guest of the evening was 
united Way of Burlington and 
Hamilton Wentworth CeO, Winston 
Tinglin, who spoke about the City of 
Hamilton’s strengthen Hamilton 
Community initiative (sHCi) and 
invited uja Federation to become a 
partner in building bridges among 

Warm atmosphere prevails at jewish social services aGM

Volunteer, Helen shlotter, with Guessel 
Karan and Boris Belfur from the Former 

soviet union and Carol Krames.

By Carol Krames,
 director, jewish social services
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JCC Pages

The Community Celebrates at the jCCs yom Haatzmaut 

and at the annual lag baomer picnic

yom Ha’atzmaut, israel’s 55th year of independence was celebrated at the 
jewish Community Centre with israeli-style food and a street dance.   
Hundreds of community members turned out to enjoy these celebrations, 
showing strong support for israel and community.    Thanks to Moishe 
Chaimovitz for making this all happen,  Dorina Chaimovitz for her 
delicious baking, aubrey Friedman, Larry szpirglas,  rhonda Dahan and 
Louise algranti for their help with set up,  eva Khrin, Genya satovsky, 
nadia Varantyan for cutting vegetables and sam and ahuva soifer and 
rhonda and Hyla Kemeny for their help at the registration table. Thanks 
also to strub brothers for their donation of pickles and to the rikudiah 
dancers who delighted the crowd with their excellent dancing.

Once again organized by the Hamilton Hebrew academy’s Mr. Frank samuels, the third annual Lag Ba’Omer picnic featured a barbeque, a bonfire 
and a fabulous fireworks display at the jCC firepit on May 25. Community members of all ages came out to enjoy the fun!
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JCC Pages

jCC TriBuTe CarDs
in Memory Of

Father of raeFie ePsTein: abe, Gina, jeff & joanna 
szpirglas elaine Friedman: abe & Gina szpirglas 
Benjamin Karp: joy Foster Father of LOuise 
KLinGHOFFer:  Larry, Fern & Matt szpirglas Mother of 
rOsenFeLD FaMiLy: rochelle Waxman sOnia 
sCHWarTZMan: Pearl & irvine Waxman & Family

Condolences to
GerT GOLDBLaTT: rochelle Waxman

Mazal Tov 
VirGinia MenDes Da COsTa & rOBerT MurDOCH 
(Tyler’s’ Bar Mitzvah): jCC Board of Directors & staff 
steven & sandy silver (birth of grandson): joy Foster, 
Henry & Donna Vine

Thank you
HarPer’s GarDeninG CenTre: jCC Board of 

The Herb and CeCe Schreiber Family Foundation, 
The Jewish Community Centre of Hamilton & Area and 

McMaster University 
invite you to a

Ben Meyer MeMOriaL LeCTure

Wednesday, june 4 at 8:00 pm at the jCC
by

shaul Katzenstein
 

Dying Once, Dying Twice: 
reflections on the Deaths of 

jewish and Buddhist Teachers
  

The death of one's teacher is a crisis point in all religious traditions, 
sometimes compared to the passing away of a parent. As such, 
depictions of the death of teachers contain within them some of the 
most important values and messages of religious traditions. This 
lecture compares portraits of the death of in Judaism and Buddhism.

Shaul Katzenstein received his MA in East Asian studies at the 
Hebrew University in Jerusalem. He is completing a doctoral 
disseration at McMaster University on Dying Masters in Chinese 

Buddhism. 
Lecture and refreshments gratis

***

The jewish Community Centre 
of Hamilton & area 

and the 
Beth Tikvah Foundation 

invite you to 

The 8th annual Golf Tournament
 june 19, 2003 

at the 

Beverly Golf and Country 
Club

 join stan Tick, sheldon Frank, Larry szpirglas, 
David Walman, stephen Foster, ira Greenspoon 

for a fabulous day on the greens. 

This year the Yom HaShoah program took place 
on Monday, April 28, 2003 at the Adas Israel 
Synagogue.  Yasher Koach to Celia Berlin, the 
Yom HaShoah program chair, for all her hard 
work and creativity in bringing this meaningful 
program to the community.   Thank you to the 
committee irene albert, Gilda ennis, anita 
Bernstein, Leia Ger rogers, Lila strub, Hanna 
schayer for their continued dedication.

yashar Koach
• to Harvey Katz,: 
Lowell richter, Barry 
Zaitchik, Howard 
eisenberg,who 
organized the JCC  
Casino Nite Social on 
April 5.   Everybody 
enjoyed the outstanding 
refreshment table 
created by Gwen 
Gordon. Thanks to 
Harpers Nursery for 
decorating the bubble 
with their beautiful trees. 
• to Joel & Nicole 
Feldman, winners of the 
JCC Lottery to theJCC  
lottery committee for 
selling tickets. 
• to Howard Katz and 
the JCC for recognizing 
Max Rotman 
Humanitarian Youth 
Award recipients on June 
1, 2003 at the Hamilton 
City Hall. 

Camp Kadimah/Gadna 2003

send your child to Camp Kadimah
to make lifelong jewish friends • fall in love with and learn about 

nature and camping • share values and strengthen bonds •  
support your jCC 

 

send your child to Camp Gadna 
to learn about jewish Leadership • to learn about the Kibbutz 

experience  
• to feel pride in your jewish Community  •to  take amazing day 

trips 
• to strengthen your family’s roots in your community 

 

Leaders in Training at Camp Kadimah/Gadna
For the 3rd year this ever-evolving Leader in Training program 

will offer 
an interactive hands-on summer of fun, working with the camp 

director 
and assistant director and experienced counsellors.   

The LiTs will receive instruction on working with young campers 
in how to plan and implement programs and red Cross training.

 still Hiring Camp Counsellors
if you are a mature, fun-loving university, college or high school 

Dont miss these
upcomijng jcc events 

yom Hashoah
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Helping you achieve your Financial 
Goals.

Freedom 55 Financial offers the 
following products from a range of 

financial companies:

• individual life insurance
• individual disability insurance

• individual health and dental insurance
• Business insurance

• segregated funds, rrsPs
• Group insurance

• Mortgages

Freedom 55 Financial
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among the highlights 
of this year’s jnF negev 
dinner that will honour 
McMaster university 
president, Dr. Peter 
George, on sunday, june 
15 at the Hamilton 
Convention Centre, is a 
keynote address by 
former Ontario premier, 
Bob rae.  

During a recent 
interview with the Hjn, 
rae said that he was 
delighted to be asked to 
speak at the dinner. His 
ties with  the Hamilton 
jewish community run 
deep: Harry and etty 
Perell of Dundas, are 
uncle and aunt to his 
wife, arlene Perly and 
the raes have visited 
here often. rae is well 
known as a long time 
supporter of israel and 
has visited the country 

Bob rae to speak at negev 

on a number of 
occasions, including a 
highly publicized human 
rights fact-finding 
mission in the fall of 
2001. 

rae staunchly supports 
israel’s right to security, 
while, at the same time, 
supporting a future 
Palestinian state.  
alluding to the virulent 

the rt. Honourable Bob rae

short of calling it a 
miracle, equity in education 
Tax Credit, is a profound 
change in the government 
policy directed at correcting 
the discr iminatory 
preferential treatment of 
Catholic schools at the 
expense of all other 
independent Ontario day 
schools.

equity in education Tax 
Credit (eeTC) is now law in 
Ontario and all parents 
paying tuition in jewish day 
schools for studies in 2002 
and 2003 immediately 
benefit.  Those filing 2002 
personal tax return should 
expect $500 to $700 per 
child, and the credit should 
double this year.

Two key highlights of the 
eeTC are that the eeTC is 
received in addition to the 
charitable donation credit 
(in fact charitable donation 
credit is not impacted by 
the eeTC); and that you get 
the eeTC even if you have 
no tax to pay (as long as 
you file a tax return).

eeTC is very important to 
our community.  it makes 
jewish day schools more 
affordable for parents, and 
adds to financial viability of 
the schools.  By making 
schools more affordable, 
the need for on-going 
bursary subsidies will 
decline.  Both Kehila and 
HHa require hundreds of 

thousands of dollars every 
academic year to bridge the 
gap between what it costs to 
educate the children and 
what net tuitions bring in.  
Bursary obligations put an 
additional strain on our 
schools.

Combined charitable tax 
credit and the eeTC bring 
the actual cost of jewish 
education within the reach 
of many.

Let's consider an example 
of a typical school with an 
$8,000 annual tuition.  
assume that a charitable tax 
receipt is issued for 80% of 
the actual tuition paid.  This 
will result in the following 
tax treatment:

$6,400 charitable receipt 
issued (in this example, 
80% of the tuition).  $2,970 
is the tax benefit produced 
from this receipt ($6,400 x 
46.4% = $2,970).  $558 is 
the eeTC, which this year is 
10% of the "net tuition" 
(calculated as $8,000 less a 
fixed charitable benefit) 
neT COsT TO THe 

Good news for jewish Day school students
ParenT: $8,000 - $2,970 - 
$558 = $4,472

There is better news.  if 
the next provincial 
government does not 
abolish eeTC, and both 
nDP and Liberal leaders 
have promised to do away 
with it if they come to 
power in Ontario, the eeTC 
will rise from 10% of "net 
Tuition" to 50% by 2006.  
using the figures above, 
neT COsT TO THe ParenT 
should become as follows: 
$8,000 - $2,970 - $2,792 = 
$2,238 

imagine what this can do 
for the improved financial 
health of the schools if 
fewer families require 
bursary assistance. imagine 
what this can do for school 
enrolment (or even a birth 
rate), when not just one 
child, but two or three 
children in the family, 
would receive jewish 
education.

it's hard not to make this 
a political issue, because 
both nDP and Liberal party 

by 
yves apel
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special Mentschen

Bob Hemberger
fine catering

Corporate & special events

kosher catering
bar & bat mitzvahs

weddings

anniversaries

innsville: 643-1244
residence:383-0294

rachel Desoer is one of 
Hamilton’s best kept secrets.  
she is an 18 year old cellist 
who began studying cello at 
Hamilton’s suzuki school at 
age 5.  she is known across 
Canada in musical circles as 
she has been a winner in 
national competitions and 
has played with two 
orchestras as winner of their young artist 
competitions.  rachel also played beside yo yo 
Ma at the opening of his music garden in Toronto 
in june of 1999.  Chamber music is rachel’s 
passion and she has studied with some of the 
best groups in north america such as the st. 
Lawrence Quartet.  she loves Klezmer music and 
has played for our community yom Hashoa 
remembrance ceremony for the past two years.  
now she is off to learn more about music as an 

a season for Farewells

rachel Desoer

HOnOuraBLe MenTsCHen

rabbi irwin Zeplowitz

it is a bittersweet time 
for rabbi irwin Zeplowitz 
as he prepares to say 
goodbye to many dear 
friends and congregants of 
Temple anshe sholom 
after 14 years in Hamilton.  
The rabbi is moving to a 
Long island community 
where, as senior rabbi, he 
will head up a team of five 
clergy, four of them, 
including himself, new to 
the congregation, and four 
of them, including 
associate rabbi, rabbinic 
intern and two cantor – 
women.  although very 
excited about the 
opportunity to work as 
part of a team in a growing 
and vibrant community, 
he is, nevertheless, finding 
it very difficult to 
contemplate a future that 
does not include those in 
the Hamilton community 
he has come to know as 
friends. 

“rabbi Z.” appeared on 
the scene 14 years ago, 
after the end of a 5-year 
contract in Chicago. He 
was immediately 
impressed with Hamilton 
and the community that 
hired him after one 
weekend’s audition, and 
pleased to be close to his 
former hometown of 
niagara Falls, new york. 

One does not need to 
look far to gauge the 
impact the rabbi has had 
on his synagogue and on 
the community –  evidence 
of the Temple’s centrality 
can be found in the level 
of activity in the building. 
On any given day of the 

week, the Temple is 
buzzing with the voices of 
young children who 
attend one of three schools 
operating on site.  adult 
and teenagers are seen just 
as frequently, attending 
youth group meetings, 
Muslim-jewish dialog 
groups, adult education 
classes , committee 
meetings and a variety of 
interest group gatherings, 
including an alcoholics 
anonymous chapter. in 
addition, every second 
year is marked by dozens 
of people from across the 
community spectrum 
at tending weekly 
rehearsals for Temple 
Player s  mus ical  
productions.  

The rabbi is particularly 
proud of the Temple’s 
strong lay leadership and 
the independence    they 
demonstrated during his 
sabbatical year. He also 
mentions the Temple’s 
own, recently published 
siddur and the fact that last 
summer, as many as 30 
Hamiltonians attended 
Camp George, Canada’s 
reform Movement 
summer camp. 

Throughout his tenure 

many have observed that 
rabbi Zeplowitz has never 
shied away from taking 
unpopular positions on 
controversial issues – a 
sign of a strong leader. But 
the rabbi underplays this 
quality.  

“i have never thought of 
these things as being 
gutsy,” he acknowledged, 
adding,

“i don’t play it safe and i 
am, by nature, a risk taker 
and that has been both 
good and bad.”

Perhaps the best 
testimony as to rabbi 
Zeplowitz’s impact can be 
found in speaking with 
those who were closest to 
him. Hanna schayer, a 
long time Temple member 
commented on the rabbi’s 
enormous compassion 
and the respect with which 
is regarded in the 
community at large. 

“He’s taught us to be 
visionaries,” she said, “to 
think of what is possible 
and to reach for things we 
thought were impossible. 

“He has an extraordinary 
wonderful ability to 
capture our imaginations. 
One of the most profound 
things was his attempt, in 
situations where there was 
conflict between jews and 
Palestinians, to find a way 
to talk to each other.  He 
didn’t let us be complacent. 
He made us tackle the 
tough issues because he 
tackled the tough issues. 
He took positions that may 
not have been popular but 
which he thought were 
moral and ethical. in that 
sense he was a leader in 
the most profound sense.”  

by 
Wendy schneider



We are family
by Pat Morden

shalom Village is fortunate in 
receiving feedback on our 
quality of care and services from 
many different sources. an 
unexpected, and powerful 
message came recently at the 

united Hebrew Memorial Chapel.  
This was at the funeral of a man who had called 
shalom Village home, first with his wife and then as a 
widower, for the past ten years.  Quietly he lived a 
meaningful life, centred firmly on the tenets of judaism 
and all that this meant to him.  He looked to shalom 
Village as a resource to help him live a jewish life.  
When his wife could not longer manage to kosher 
their home for Passover they would move to shalom 
Village for eight days and as they needed more help 
they changed their full time address to shalom Village. 
When the vagaries of age made it more and more 
difficult to interact with others and make a difference 
- shalom Village introduced him to a member of our 
extended family with whom he could speak, share, 
and through whom he could remain connected to life 
and his community. it was listening to this volunteer, 
giving a heartfelt eulogy to his friend of six years that 
i heard as well a beautiful tribute to shalom Village. 
This was a  tribute that said loudly that for many 
people, we are truly a change of address - a place to 
call home - not as many might believe 'a dreaded 
nursing home'. When parts of life got difficult - shalom 
Village made these parts easier - supporting this person 
in staying connected to his life and all that had 
meaning to him.

The impact of this six year relationship, which 
began as a 12 year old boy did his bar mitzvah project 
at shalom Village, is one in which we as a greater 
community can take great pride. This young man, 
supported and encouraged by his family and shalom 
Village learned that volunteering can be a synergistic 
process, where both give and both learn. For two 
men, both at times in their lives when perhaps others 
paid less attention to their thoughts and ideas, they 
were given the chance to share of themselves in the 
context of a commonly held set of beliefs, values and 
respect.

Honouring our fathers and mothers is truly our 
mission.  This commandment goes well beyond bricks 
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Shalom Village
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Tel: (905) 628-8811
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Tel: (519) 821-3936
Cell: (519) 831-2858
Fax: (519) 821-8349

rpurfurst@netscape.net
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south african serenade

a crowd of over 400 people were entertained recently by a men’s a capella choir at the 
adas israel Congregation’s second annual south african shabbat dinner, featuring delicacies 

cooked by members of  the south african jewish community.
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edeet ravel’s Ten 
Thousand Lovers is a small 
gem of a novel that 
succeeds in portraying a  
moment in time: israel in 
the 1970s, still basking in 
the euphoria following its 
exhilarating victory in 
1967’s six Day War, and 
enjoying a period of 
prosperity and political 
calm that gave both its 
citizens and Diaspora 
jewry a sense of comfort, 
freedom and entitlement. 

This was a time when 
hundreds of north 
american jewish students 
flocked to israeli 
universities for a year 
abroad, revelling in their 
new-found freedom and 
travelling the length and 
breadth of a country that 
they viewed as their own 
private playground. 

ravel’s heroine, Lily, is 
an israeli-born Canadian 
student. as the novel 
opens we find her, short 
on cash, but long on 
youthful confidence,  
standing at a soldier’s 
hitchhiking station on the 
outskirts of jerusalem, 
trying to catch a Friday 
afternoon ride to Tel aviv.  
she is picked up by ami, 
who tells her he works as 
an interrogator of 
Palestinian war prisoners 
and persuades her to join 
him for lunch on 
Dizengoff.

Their relationship, as it 
unfolds, presages the end 
of Lily’s innocence, which 
parallels,  the author seems 
to suggest,  the end of the 
innocence of the country 
itself. For Lily’s growing 
discomfort at hearing 
about the goings on 
behind the walls of the 
country’s  detention 
centres is matched by 
ami’s increasing inability 
to deal with a tortured and 
schizophrenic existence 
stemming from a personal 
life completely at odds 
with his chosen profession. 

Throughout much of 
the novel, the reader 
experiences a sense of 
foreboding about what the 
future might hold for the 
couple and for israel itself.  
Many of the passages leave 
the reader with a sense 
that  the seeds of today’s 
impasse between israelis 
and Palestinians were  
tragically sown during this 
very period.   in the 
following passage that sees 
ami return home from a 
particularly gruelling 
interrogation, his words 
have a haunting resonance:

‘Things are deteriorating 
very fast now. i’ve watched 
them deteriorate over the 
years… The people on top 
are getting more desperate, 
there are more and more 
prisoners coming in, 
ridiculous numbers of 
prisoners, and there’s 
more pressure to get 
information faster, 
growing paranoia, growing 
panic. i see where it’s 
headed. it can’t stay like 
this, the dam’s going to 
burst one of these days. 
But they think they can 
shore up that dam. They 
think the solution is to get 
more and more frantic, 
step up everything, hire 
more guards, more 
interrogators, set up more 
detention centres, get 
increasingly brutal with 
the prisoners, make their 
stay in prison more 
unbearable, if that’s 
possible. it’s straight out of 
a russian surrealist play, 
except that it’s real. and 
no one in this country 
seems to be aware of 
what’s going on. They 
don’t want to know, or 
they know but they 
pretend they don’t, and 
the people who make all 
the decisions seem to be 
sleepwalking too.”

The kibbutz is another 
icon of israeli society, 
whose traditional image is 
called into question by the 
novel.  On a day during 
which ami accompanies 
Lily to her childhood 
kibbutz, she is haunted by 
painful memories of 
abuses she witnessed in 
the children’s house.  as 
the afternoon progresses, 
she reveals to him what 
she knows about the 
kibbutz’s establishment on 
the site of an abandoned 
arab village, whose 
inhabitants had fled during 
the 1948 War of 
independence,  and how 
its founders were 
confronted with the 
difficult decision about 
what to do with the 
mosque they left behind. 

 
‘They were in a 

quandary, they didn’t 
know how to get out of it. 
They didn’t know how to 
think about things. Before 
forty-eight they were in 
favour of one state, you 
know, arabs and jews 
together. But after forty-
eight the policy changed. 
“ki lanu lanu eretz zot,”’ i 
sang. Because it’s ours, it’s 
ours, this land. ‘They were 
so elated, you know? 

There was such elation 
about having this little 
piece of land with a 
mosque in the middle of 
it. My father kept saying, 
“Finally, a place that’s ours, 
a jewish government, 
jewish police, the end of 
being a despised minority, 
finally a place where you 
don’t have to worry about 
nazis getting into power of 
not being allowed to 
attend university.”’

somehow, despite 
ravel’s dark revelations, 
the reader never questions 
the author’s deep love for 
israel and its people. in 
fact, all of the novel’s 
characters are endearing – 
Lily’s aunt Bracha, who 
takes great pride in her 
niece’s found “catch”,  Lily 
and ami’s friend, ibrahim,  
an israeli Palestinian who 
works as a mechanic in 
Tel aviv and whose family 
live in an arab village in 
the Galil,  ibrahim’s 
militant son – bored, 
frustrated and angry, with 
none of his father’s 
equanimity about the 
status of arabs in the 

edeet ravel

Ten Thousand Lovers 
By edeet ravel
Headline Book Publishing, 373 pages. $24.95

 reviewed by 
Wendy schnedier

The end of innocence

The Fringe Theatre 
Festival is coming to 
Hamilton in june 2003 for 
the first time. One of the 
plays will be of special 
interest to our community 
because it grew out of last 
spring‚s "Celebration of 
jewish Writers and Writing" 
held at Temple anshe 
sholom. 

in May 2002, ellen jaffe 
and Lil Blume organized 
Hamilton‚s first jewish 
literary festival, which 
brought together a diverse 
group of writers for an 
exciting three-day event. 
among the writers was jj 
steinfeld from Prince 
edward island. at one of the 
weekend’s activities, jj met 
Barry Bender and learned 
that he had recently acted in 
the Temple Players‚ 
production of annie.

"i have a one-man play 
for you," jj told Barry. "i can 
imagine you playing the 
character stuart." jj warned 
him that the play was only a 
first draft and had not been 
workshopped or even read 
aloud by an actor. Barry 
asked to see the script, 
and,the project was born.

jj is a fiction writer, 
playwright and poet who 
lives in Charlottetown, P.e.i. 
He has published a novel 
and nine short story 
collections, the most recent 
being Would you Hide Me? 
(Gaspereau Press, 2003).  
He has won an array of 
awards, including the 1990 
Toronto jewish Congress 
Creative Writing award, 
Theatre Pei‚s annual 
playwriting competition 
(ten times!), and, most 

Pinking shears Productions Present
"THe GOLDen aGe OF MOnsTers" 

By Barry Bender, ellen jaffe, 
and Lil Blume

recently, regina Little 
Theatre's 2003 national 
Playwriting Contest for his 
play Past artistry.

Barry was intrigued by 
the original title of the play, 
My Father Gave Me Hannah 
arendt's Œeichmann in 
jerusalem‚ for My Twentieth 
Birthday. Like the character 
stuart, a criminal lawyer, 
Barry appreciated arendt‚s 
subtitle for her book, a 
report on the Banality of 
evil. One of the play‚s 
themes is that evil does not 
always appear as a 
recognizable monster; it can 
"creep up on us" in our daily 
lives.

ellen jaffe and Lil Blume 
jumped in as co-producers. 
They knew and thought 
highly of jj and wanted to 
build on the energy 
generated at the literary 
festival. They organized 
several informal reading/
workshops for small groups 
of friends. each reading was 
followed by a discussion of 
the play: its themes, 
character, structure, focus, 
and impact. all viewers 
were engaged by the play‚s 
humour and moved by its 
emotional depth. since a 
pair of pinking shears are a 
significant symbolic object 
in the play, they named their 
company Pinking shears 
Productions

as the play begins, we 
find stuart in his study, 
troubled by his current case 
ˆa triple murder apparently 
committed by a suspect 
who is "ordinary, bland, 
pasty-looking . . . and polite, 
offensively polite." During 
the previous week, 

cont’d on p 16
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  The children at Kehila 
spent an active month 
exploring the sensitive 
history of the Holocaust in 
a unique and moving way.  
The events of the shoah 
are often difficult for 
adults, let alone children 
to comprehend. To teach 
the story requires a skilled 
and sensitive touch. it also 
ensures that children learn 
about our past so that they 
can understand its impact 
on the future.

 Hana’s suitcase, by 
Karen Levine, is a timeless 
and true story about the 
travels of a young girl’s 
suitcase. From a blissful 
childhood in a small town 
in Czechoslovakia, to the 
terrors of auschwitz to the 
japanese museum the 
suitcase has brought the 
story of Hana into the 
public eye. it is a story of 
courage, love and hope 
with an almost mythical 
end. it is unique in that it 
allows young children of 
all ages to understand the 
Holocaust from a child’s 
perspective. Further, it tells 
the story of the determined 
journey of Fumiko ishioka, 
the japanese museum 
curator as she pieces 
together the story of the 
suitcase that she received 
from  auschwitz. Her 
determination to find the 
clues missing from the 
ordinary suitcase become 
a mission to tell the story 
to the children in japan 
and around the world.

Hana’s suitcase was read 
to the children by  Deborah 
Glogauer, a parent and 
teacher at Kehila. it was 
much more then a simple 
storytime as the children 
became involved in 
reliving history. sensitive 
to the ages of the children, 
Mrs. Glogauer was patient 
and gentle, encouraging 
their questions and 
answering  them in a 
warm and caring way.  
The children identified 
with the horrors that Hana 
had to endure in her short 
life.  But much more 
importantly, they learned 

Kehila jewish Community Day school 
students explore the story  “Hana’s  suitcase”

by 
anita Granat

lessons in love, self-respect, 
and the power of good 
over-coming bad. 

an intregal part of the 
programme involved the 
older children writing 
letters to Fumiko ishioka 
and the ‘small wings’ 
children in japan, telling 
them the impact that this 
story had on them. These 
letters were translated into 
japanese and an 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l 
communication has 
developed with the 
children of Kehila and 
children half a world away. 
The children put together 
a display of their letters 
and drawings that they 
had made.  The display 
was part of yom Hashoah 
studies and is extremely 

yom Hashoah display board with letters and drawings 
for 

moving to see.  as the 
story of Hana’s suitcase 
has the ability to bring the 
bleakest part of our history 
to life for children, it is a 
lesson for adults as well. 
The project is another 
illustration of how parents, 
staff and children work 
together to bring a valuable 
lesson to life.  Here is truly 
innovative and multi-
dimensional teaching at its 
best. 

On a final note, as the 
school year begins to wrap 
up, the students are busy 
working on their projects 
for the avigail awards. 
This is an annual school 
endeavor that allows the 
children to research and 
display knowledge that 
they have learned on a 

ilonA felDMAn
design consultant

92 amelia street

hamilton  ontario l8P 2V5
tel (905) 525-5660
fax (905) 525-0936

imfdes@interlynx.net
“Defining design for changing times”

Holding their heads proudly, dressed in beautiful 
blue and white with contrasting kerchiefs, the 18 girls 
of the Hamilton Hebrew academy’s rikudiah team 
marched into the york university’s gymnasium to take 
part in the 33rd israeli Dance Festival in Toronto.

Mr Frank samuels, principal, said that the girls’ 
participation in the rikudiah, a festival of dance, was a 
clear indication of the respect that the academy gives 
to its parents. samuels gives full credit to Mrs amy Katz 
Martin for encouraging the school to enter the festival. 
in addition, the trainers were also both parents, Ms yael 
Greenberg, whose daughters Mira and Tamar both 
danced in the team and Mrs Zians who is not only a 
parent, but also our senior Kindergarten jewish studies 
teacher and whose daughter, ari also performed! 

samuels commented that participation in the 
rikudiah was part of the academy’s holistic approach 
to education. “Dancing is a clear expression of kinesthetic 
intelligence,” said samuels, referring to Howard 
Gardener’s theories of Multiple intelligence. “We believe 
that every ‘intelligence’ should be developed at school 
and this opportunity allowed us to bring the multifaceted 
talents of our students to the surface.”

sitting on the packed bleachers in the york university 
gymnasium, it was so exciting to see how proud our 
girls were of what they had achieved. and so they 
should be!

Mrs Zians reported that several audience members 

Hamilton Hebrew academy Dancers 
excel atToronto rikudiah Festival

Hamilton Hebrew academy students dance at the 
jCC’s yom Ha’atzma’ut Festivities



■ TEATRON Presents THIS NIGHT: a Play in Two Acts by 
Robert Majzels.  From award-winning Canadian author and 
playwright Robert Majzels comes This Night, a play that 
explores the dilemma of children of the Holocaust, saddled 
with a memory they can never entirely call their own. 
Presented in association with the first annual Hamilton Fringe 
Festival, This Night runs from June 6 to 15 at the Aquarius 
Studio. Performances:  Saturday June 7 (10 p.m.),  Sunday 
June 8 (8 p.m.), Monday June 9  (9 p.m.), Wednesday June 11 
(10:30 p.m.),Friday June 13 (12 noon),  Saturday June 14 (10 
p.m.), Sunday June 15 (10 p.m.)Tickets: $8.00. For individual 
tickets call 905-297-0170.
■ The 12th Annual Canadian/American Havurah Shabbaton 
will take place at the Canterbury Hills Conference Centre in 
Ancaster, Ontario, from June 20 - 22, 2003. The event 
features spirited davening, singing and dancing, stimulating 
study sessions and good fellowship in a peaceful, relaxing 
setting in the heart of Dundas Valley. A full children's program 
is also provided. Brochures are available at Beth Jacob 
Synagogue, Temple Anshe Sholom or at the JCC. For more 
information call Yael Greenberg, Alan Livingston (905-524-
2687) or Barry Walfish (905-572-6254).
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upcomng events
coincidentally, a number of 
personal events have 
occurred that "prod" stuart‚s 
memory, and these 
memories affect his ability 
to work on his murder case. 
Mary Blum Devor, Hamilton 
psychologist, says the play is 
"a powerful and gripping 
presentation depicting the 
burdens of children of 
Holocaust survivors."

as the play continued to 
develop, Lil, ellen and Barry 
returned to one of jj‚s earlier 
titles, The Golden age of 
Monsters, keeping the 
longer one for the subtitle. 

Props, sets and sound effects 
were added, as well as music 
from diverse sources, 
including monster movie 
themes, jewish music of the 
Holocaust, and yiddish 
lullabies. Two public staged 
readings took place in 
november 2002. The first 
was held in Hamilton in Lil‚s 
living room with 60 folding 
chairs borrowed from 
Temple anshe sholom, and 
the second as part of the 
Toronto jewish Book Fair at 
the Leah Posluns Theatre 
studio space. jj was in 
attendance at both. The play 

Eitz Chaim  -   thE trEE of LifEGala 
Cantorial Concert

sunday, june 22, 2003 at 7:30 pmreception to followCantor 
shneur M. Bielak   Cantor David edwards  Cantor sidney s. Dworkin   Cantor Ben 

silverberg 

accompanied by nathan rosen - PianoCall 905-522-1351 for further information

was chosen (by lottery) for 
both the Toronto and 
Hamilton Fringe Festivals. 
The Golden age of Monsters 
will have eight performances 
in Hamilton between june 6 
and june 14 and seven 
performances in Toronto 
between july 2 and july 13.

jj will be on hand for the 
Hamilton performances on 
june 6 and 7. He will also be 
reading in Hamilton on 
sunday, june 1, 7:30 p.m., 
in the Lit Live reading series 
at the junction Café.

ellen noted that Pinking 
shears Productions 

The Golden age of Monsters                         cont’d from page 


